JOB POSTING

Frontend Developer (m/f/d)
Berlin, full-time | Starting immediately

Car eWallet is driven by the vision to make self-driving cars truly autonomous by
providing them with the ability to facilitate transactions on their own. To do so, Car
eWallet is built on blockchain, turning it into one of the very first projects that makes use
of this groundbreaking technology in a real-world setup.
On our way to change the way people will experience mobility, we are looking for a
Frontend Developer to join our open-minded and agile team consisting of developers,
product people, business developers, designers, researchers, and project managers.
As a Frontend Developer, you are a vital element for developing internal and
customer-facing SPA’s and mobile apps. We are looking for a frontend developer who is
motivated to combine the art of design with art of programming.
You are excited to get involved in team discussions, enjoy sharing knowledge and
discover new technological possibilities together with the team.

JOB POSTING
Your responsibilities
●
●
●
●
●
●

Development of interactive, dynamic UX solutions with React & React Native
Implementation of UI designs with HTML5, CSS3
Implementing and maintenance of internal and customer facing SPA’s
Implementing and maintenance of our demo mobile apps
Direct collaboration with product owners and backend developers in an agile work
environment
Create Continuous Integration and delivery pipelines for projects.

Your profile
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

At least three years of professional experience as a frontend developer
Advanced knowledge of HTML5, CSS3, React and React Native
Webpack experience - at least one delivered project
Knowledge of working with REST/RPC APIs is required
You are experienced in testing with Jasmine, Mocha or Selenium and have a good
understanding of software design
Experience in UX design is highly desirable
Experience in Graphic Design is highly desirable
Proficiency in JavaScript ES6
A commitment to high quality and a proactive problem-solving approach
Open to working with new technologies
Ability to work in a team using the agile method SCRUM
Solid knowledge of working with agile tools for project development (e.g. JIRA) and
document management (e.g. Confluence)
Structured working style, initiative, organizational and team skills
Good command of spoken and written English. Speaking German is a plus

Your benefits
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Competitive salary
Free choice of hardware
Young and dynamic start-up environment
Team events (offsite, lunches, hiking, holiday party and more)
Public transportation ticket
Flexible work hours and home office policy
A great location in the very heart of Berlin
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Prerequisites
A valid work permit and residence permit in Germany are prerequisites to apply.
We cannot support any visa application process.
If you are interested in the offer, please submit to us a URL of a website which contains
your CV. We would like to see your abilities as a Frontend Developer and check your work
with HTML, CSS and JavaScript validators. Additionally, we would evaluate if your CV
website is responsive in cellphone and laptop browsers with different resolutions. At the
end, we will save your CV with the option "Print" to generate a PDF in order to see the use
of styles for printing format. It would be great if it is possible to check the source code, for
example posting it using github pages and share your creation with us. If you are ready to
accept the challenge please send it (jobs@car-ewallet.de).
Take into consideration that candidates who submit the CV in other formats like
traditional PDF, will not be part of the selection.

